
Are you searching for Best Bridal Makeup Artist in Mumbai? Book your order / appointment 
today. Email us at mail[@]nandamumbai.ml 

Nanda Jayashree Make-up Artist & Hair Stylist. We provide Hair Styling, Facial, Makeup & other 
basic beauty services for Wedding Bride. We are one of the reputed Makeup Service provider for 
Bridal dressing, make-up and Nail Art in Mumbai. Bride Make-up Artist Mumbai 

Bride Make-up Artist Mumbai 

When we are searching for: 

▪ Top Makeup Artist 

▪ Top Beauticians in Mumbai 

▪ Bride Make-up Artist Mumbai 

We definitely end up with the Top Listed Service Portal or a Online Directory. But still after getting 
all details about the service provider we try to get testimonials or review from someone close to 
us. We take opinion either a friend or a relative who knows this Makeup Artist. That’s why Indian 
female mentality always trust to a reference. Bride Make-up Artist Mumbai 

Nanda Jayashree – “I believe in keeping myself updated with all the new 
techniques of contouring and highlighting. I am passionate about my work 
and I believe in serving my clients in the best possible way. My makeup art is 
customizable as I respect the preferences of my clients. I can cater to 
makeup at all kinds of events, like weddings, engagements, Mehendi or a 
casual party. I also hold workshops for makeup and varied hairstyles.” 

Well, we are providing this Bride Make-up Service in Mumbai since 2013 and till today we have 
severed almost 400 people. The decision of going ahead with the right makeup and hair creation 
makes all the difference to your wedding look. That’s why we recommend you leave this 



important work in the hands of a trusted and experienced wedding make-up artist like Nanda 
Jayashree. 

Mumbai is considered as one of the most modern and happening cities of India. Just like the 
movies, Mumbai weddings are stylish and glamorous affairs which add ample amount of 
pressure on the bride and her mother to look her best on the big wedding day. So she like to seek 
out the best bridal makeup artist in Mumbai.  

Find the best Bridal Make-up Artists near you. Find NandaMumbai as your Best Bride Make-up 
Artist Mumbai 

 

http://nandamumbai.ml/nanda-jayashree/
http://nandamumbai.ml/nanda-jayashree/
https://www.facebook.com/nandamumbai/

